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If the desire to eat our food while it is still hot comes back
again and again, it is because of the hold of a vicious habit of
long standing. The desire must be suppressed with the utmost
effort. Improper desires will always occur. By suppressing them
every time, we grow firmer in mind and gain in spiritual strength.
Ba's condition is not so good, nor so bad. The oedema is quite
heavy today but she moves about with courage. I have asked her
to eat whatever she relishes. One cannot say what will happen.
She is not bed-ridden at present.
I am likely to be detained here for three weeks more.
Blessings from
bapu
From the Gujarat! original in Gandhiji's hand: C.W. 5697
Courtesy: Narandas Gandhi
295.  OBSERVATIONS REGARDING COMMISSION'S REPORT
[gape town,
After March 17, 1914^
Reference to the Tr[ans]vaal Gold Law has been omitted by
the Commission. A declaration that vested rights will be respected
is necessary. I have already given my meaning of vested rights.
S[outh] A[fnca-]born Indians cannot be kept out of the
Gape unless the economic clause is applied to them by special
instructions to the Immigration Officers. It is suggested that these
instructions should be issued to the officers unless a new condi-
tion arises, namely, that there is an inordinate influx of illiterate
S. A.-born Indians into the G[olony].
There seems to be an obscurity in the Commission's report on
this (the marriage) point.
 (a)	Plural wives of domiciled Indians should, with their  minor
children, be admitted irrespective of the fact whether they have
previously entered S. A. or not.   Such cases are very few. And
all these cases might, within a specified period, be notified to the
Union's officials or the Provincial officials.
 (b)	Indifan] mjarriage] officers] should not be prohibited from
celebrating plural unions though these would not be legalised.
From a photostat of the draft in Gandhiji*s hand: S.N. 5977
1 The Solomon Commission Report was laid on the table of the House
of Assembly on March 17, J914, Vi& Appendix XXIII for the extracts from
the Report-

